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Clockwise from top: ‘Fireworks Festival at Oyazaki Ryokuchikoen’, ‘Orientation lunch
break at Kumamoto Castle’, ‘Todoroki Waterwheel Park, Amakusa’
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High Places:

Mt. Fuji

By Olivia Poole

I

t started from a bored Googling session at

school some time during the winter holidays,
but soon enough became a planned and
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budgeted trip. Quickly after that things were
booked and the holiday forms stamped. Next
thing you know, it’s July and 5 of us are on an
airplane bound for Tokyo to climb Mount
Fuji!
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We had decided to take the less popular Subashiri
a steady pace with plenty of breaks. No-one had
trail, which has around 16,000 climbers in the
experienced any serious altitude sickness and we
summer, compared to the most popular Yoshida
were all in high spirits, but happy to take our
trail that gets about 150,000. The trail starts at
boots off and watch the sunset. The people
an altitude of 2,000m, so we were already over
running the hut were very friendly and quickly
halfway there! Altitude sickness is a real and
served us our (pre-booked) hot dinner of curry
scary thing at these heights, and we already felt
and rice. We found our “beds” (a sleeping bag in a
more out of breath than normal, so we decided to
dorm room with climbers packed in like sardines)
chill at the starting (5th)
and settled down for the
station for half an hour to
“night” when the lights went
acclimatise as best we could.
out at 8:30. The beds weren’t
“Looking back down the
We set off at a comfortable
very comfortable and I think
mountain,
some
of
Fuji’s
5
pace, enjoying the quiet
we all struggled to sleep much
lakes and the rolling hills
forest setting with few other
before people started moving
people on the trail. Even
again at about 12am. The
were visible through the
though we started near the
lights came on again at 12:30,
cloud cover.”
middle of the day, the tree
signalling that it was time to
cover and cloudy weather
get up and head out. We ate
meant sun-burn wasn’t a
our provided breakfast (more
problem and it wasn’t too hot. We made it to the
like a midnight snack) of rice and salmon before
6th station, our first proper rest point, after about
setting off again in the dark. Some of us had
an hour and a half. Our free guide map showed it
torches so walking in the dark was no problem.
was only a short 30-minute walk to the next
station so we set off after a rest. From this point,
looking back down the mountain, some of Fuji’s 5
lakes and the rolling hills were visible through
the cloud cover. After another station, we stopped
seeing trees and the landscape became rockier
with a steeper gradient - there was even a little
bit of ice! The mountain stations all had drinks
and snacks for sale, although 1 bottle of water set
you back about ¥500! Along with the guide map,
we used a Snapchat filter to track our altitude (4g
all the way!) so we always knew how far we were
from the next station and how far we had to go.
We made it to our pre-booked mountain hut at
3,350m at around 7pm after 5 hours of walking at
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Soon after the 8th station, the Subashiri trail joins
with the more popular Yoshida trail. We soon
realised how spoiled we had been the day before
by the quiet and peaceful climb! Now, we couldn’t
move more than a few steps every couple of
minutes due to the crowds of people on the trail.
We walked at this frustratingly slow pace for
what felt like days. Soon, the rising sun meant it
was light enough to see the summit, not that far
away! The trail by this point had become more of
a scramble than a walk, and we were all using our
hands to climb up large rocks and hoist ourselves
onto ledges in the crowd. It took us 3 and a half
hours to climb the last 500m, while we had
climbed 1,350m in 5 hours the day before! I have
to admit that I ran the last small part upon seeing
the torii gate signalling the summit a short way
away. We reached the summit at almost exactly
4am, just as the orange glow of the sun was
becoming visible through the clouds. There had
been a point at around 1am this morning when I
wondered what I was doing and whether it was
really worth it, but this moment confirmed that
any pain or lack of sleep was worth it for the view
of the sunrise from the summit of Mount Fuji. We
celebrated with an overpriced cup ramen (¥600!)
and posted our postcards at the post office. (Yes,
there is a post office at the summit of Mt. Fuji.)

and it is for about 10 minutes, but then you
stumble over a solid piece of rock and nearly
tumble to your death from one of the highest
points in Japan! It also fills your boots with sand
and small rocks. By the time we reached the
bottom of the sand run, we were all ready for the
descent to be over! A short walk through the
forest we started in (which we didn’t appreciate as
much this time round) and we were back where
we started where a bus was waiting to take us
back to Tokyo.

We started our descent at around 6am, now warm
from the sun shining through the thin
atmosphere. However, the excitement of our
journey had faded as we had already reached our
goal and the lack of sleep was beginning to set in.
It turns out that
walking down a
“We celebrated with an
mountain is just as
physically
overpriced cup ramen
challenging
as
(¥600!) and posted our
walking up! This is
postcards at the post
because
of
the
office. (Yes, there is a
pressure on your
toes, knees and hips
post office at the
as you walk at an
summit of Mt. Fuji.)”
unnatural angle for
an extended amount
of
time.
The
Subashiri trail is (in)famous for its “sand run”, a
2km stretch of ankle deep gravel and sand,
meaning you can (in theory) quickly shimmy your
way down with less strain. This sounds like fun,
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Once back in Tokyo and checked into our
AirBnB, we headed straight for a small but lovely
sento to peel off the clothes we had been sweating
in for the last 36 hours and stave off some of the
inevitable muscle ache. Overall, the trip was a
total success, with all of us enjoying nearly every
moment and achieving something even Japanese
people may only do once in a lifetime, if that!
Hopefully this has inspired some of you to make
your own adventure to the top of Mount Fuji so I
will leave you with 5 pieces of advice that I
learned during this trip:
1.) Research the trails
and find the one that is
the best for you. I
wouldn’t recommend the
Yoshida trail because of
how busy it is and the
other trails are not
significantly
more
difficult.

3.) If you choose to stay in a mountain hut
overnight, (which is the recommended method to
climb and see the sunrise) book early! We booked
in early April for our trip in July and many huts
were already full.
4.) Be prepared for the weather. We were
ridiculously lucky and didn’t see a drop of rain
but Fuji is known to have its own individual
climate and rain can
strike at any time.

“The trip was a total success,
with all of us enjoying nearly
every moment and achieving
something even Japanese people
may only do once in a lifetime.”

2.) You really need some proper equipment!
Nothing crazy, but walking boots with ankle
support, a raincoat and clothes suitable for
exercise (not to mention a sweater for the
summit) are key. A torch, snacks and wet wipes
were also invaluable on our trip. I saw quite a few
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tourists climbing in jeans and trainers and they
looked very miserable.

5.) Plan your transport in
advance! Depending on
which route you take,
buses and trains may
only go once or twice in
an hour. Knowing where
and when to catch them
can really help save a lot

of time and money.
Overall message: If you do your research and are
reasonably prepared, you will have a wonderful
time!

7

Minamata
AND

Bamboo
By Greg Corbett

Bamboo. It’s fun to say, build a house with or feed to your friendly neighborhood panda. If
the thought of bamboo and its multitude of uses (or perhaps just the thought of beautiful, tranquil
Japanese gardens in general) has you on a rapidly-growing stalk to seventh heaven, you’d do well to visit
‘Chikurin-en’ in Minamata.
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Just a short distance from Minamata Station
on the Hisatsu Orange Railway Line is Eco
Park Minamata, a multi-purpose 58-hectare
area completed in 1990 after a 14-year land
reclamation effort. Located within the Eco
Park, Chikurin-en ( 竹 林 園 , or ‘Bamboo
Garden’), boasts no fewer than 160 different
varieties of bamboo gathered from all over
the world, as well as a lush green open field,
trees, streams and ponds with carp - a
picturesque, peaceful area that is the perfect
spot for a moment of Zen on the weekend.
Significantly, Chikurin-en stands in the area
where Minamata Bay was once contaminated
with methylmercury, causing the infamous
Minamata disease. As bamboo is evergreen
and grows straight upwards towards the
sky, it was chosen to signify the importance
of life, health, and the ecosystem - lessons
that were learned through the city’s
struggles with Minamata disease.

“Chikurin-en boasts no fewer than
160 different varieties of bamboo
gathered from all over the world.”
As an ongoing reminder of the dangers of
environmental pollution, and of the city’s
pledge to continue to be a ‘model
environmental city’, Minamata may have
found the best use of bamboo yet.
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Clockwise from right:
‘Enjoying the view at
Ashikita’, ‘Having fun at
Ashikita’, ‘Late summer in
Ashikita’ and ‘Sunset at
Ashikita’
Below: ‘Late summer in
Ashikita’
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Top-left: ‘Sunset at Aso’
Left: ‘Limestone cave at Kumamura’
Lower–left: ‘Asagiri on typhoon day’
Lower-right: ‘Sunset at Aso‘
Bottom: ‘Aso on Kenny Road’
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Success Amidst Misfortune:
A Reflection on My Hospitalization in Japan
By Erika Bareng

Y

ou think, “It’s never going to

happen to me,” then bam - you’re on a hospital bed in
Japan.
This past summer, I was hospitalized for a month
during the summer vacation. “You’re going to need
surgery immediately,” said my amazing doctor
(luckily in English). Though initially unpleasantly
shocked and resistant to get surgery, I realized that
there was no way out of it - I had torn my ACL and
displaced my meniscus and was unable to walk. I was
terrified to get surgery in a country that I wasn’t from
and whose hospital system I did not completely
understand largely due to the language barrier. But I
went through it anyway!

around the struggle of navigating the language and
cultural aspects of Japan, but I definitely had a
stronger taste of it after living in a hospital 24/7 for
an entire month. Only (though luckily) my doctor and
physical therapist could speak English, so I had to use
Japanese, which was actually great! I picked up a lot of
Japanese from being in the hospital. Though I
experienced quite a bit of fatigue, I got more and more
used to listening to and speaking Japanese. I also
made new life-long friends!

A cultural aspect that shocked me was how strict
Japan can be in terms of hospitalization. You are
required to go through and pay for (though luckily we
have very convenient insurance) full hospitalization
based on the doctor’s orders, and if you want to leave,
you must get the doctor’s permission. I wanted to stay
until I was at least able to walk on crutches, but I was
It happened when I was at Judo practice. During a
not allowed to do so and had to pay for my
practice throw, my leg was angled incorrectly and I
hospitalization to ensure that I could fully heal.
heard a loud pop in my knee. Then all of a sudden it
Though at first I wanted the
was on fire and I couldn't get
freedom to leave as I pleased
up. I immediately thought,
and pay for a shorter stay, I
“You’re going to need surgery
“how would I work again?”
appreciated the strictness in
and “how will I go home and
the end because, well, now I
immediately”
walk up to the second floor of
can walk! There is an obvious
my apartment?” That night,
reason for the strictness of
my Judo senseis carried me
hospitalization, and
out of the dojo and made sure I got home safely.
ultimately, I am thankful for it.
Thankful for the support, yet very afraid of what
Some things that were difficult were the lack of wifi,
would happen next, I inevitably began my journey
having to figure out the logistics of byokyu, insurance,
through hospitalization.
payments, and lastly cultural fatigue. Aside from
There were many things I experienced during the
being the only foreigner, I was known at the hospital
entire process of hospitalization.
as the Lawson girl, because I was always outside of
Lawson using their wifi to re-watch Black Mirror and
First, surgery is scary and having your first-ever
the latest episodes of Terrace House. Running out of
surgery in another country is even scarier. But I was
data was quite the struggle, but wifi is definitely
extremely lucky to have some staff at my hospital who
something to consider while getting hospitalized.
could speak English, and to have some knowledge of
Reviewing the handbook and double checking with
Japanese as well. Knowing some Japanese was
the PAs and my supervisor helped me sort out details
extremely helpful. I was also extremely lucky to have
regarding byokyu and insurance, which was a bit
friends and people from my schools and community
tedious but made much easier when getting others’
come to visit me, give me snacks, and much needed
support. Payments were explained to me in Japanese,
love and support. Surgery was painful but it was
so I had to translate a lot of details that the hospital
easier with loved ones around.
administrators were trying to explain to me. Again,
Every day, I of course experience difficulties revolving
tedious but doable.
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Lastly, it can get really exhausting
trying to learn to communicate in only
Japanese whilst learning how to walk
again. Of course it was great to meet
new friends, but I found myself taking
a lot of breaks, being on the phone a
lot, talking to my family back home,
and calling my English speaking
friends. I needed to have some sort of
mental break from speaking Japanese
while also being able to heal! Though
again, this was of course, a blessing in
disguise because I now know the
words in Japanese for blood pressure,
diabetes, and “wow, you’re losing
weight!”

Yu no Tsuru, Minamata

In the end, though hospitalization is a
lot of work and costs a bit of time and
money (though not nearly as much as
American hospitalization costs), I
came out with a bigger awareness of
my overall health. I’ve learned to be
less clumsy. I’ve learned more about
what a healthy diet and exercise
regimen looks and feels like thanks to
my hospitalization and controlled
meals in the hospital. I got to spend
more time on myself and taking care
of myself mentally and physically. I
even had the chance to lose some
weight because of the smaller portions
and higher amounts of vegetables in
my diet! So, though I got injured and
am still doing self-rehabilitation, I
came out stronger and ready for the
rest of my life with the one body that I
have.

Untitled
biking up the hill
sweat rolls down the face,
the neck—
this is the way home
Alexandra Butler
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Clockwise from above: ‘Fishing mama’, ‘Boats,
Shiranui Sea’, ‘Ashikita sunset’
Below: ‘Utasebune, Ashikita’
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Above: ‘Ariake Sea
mudflats’
Left: ‘Secret beach,
Kamiamakusa’
Below: ‘How dear,
Miyajima, Hiroshima’
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A

for

O

Annyeong,
B for Busan

n a cold April morning, one of my

cheeky 5th graders
Annyeonghasaeyo!”

sang:

“Hello!

Hello!

If you are familiar with the Hi Friends textbook,
you would probably know the “Hello song”. I
thought the improv was genius and I caught
myself singing this more than once on my solo
trip to South Korea during Golden Week this
year. I took a 10-day long trip, making it as far as
Seoul, but for now, can we please talk about how
GREAT Busan is???
One of the best parts about living in Kyushu was
our proximity and easy access to neighbouring
East Asian countries. Not only could we fly out
easily to South Korea, we also have the option of
taking the ferry from Fukuoka CHEAPLY.
However, planning your schedule ahead is critical,
especially if you want to snap up those early bird
return tickets that cost as low as 9800JPY.
(https://www.jrbeetle.co.jp) It takes about 3
hours to get to Busan, PLUS, you get free Wi-Fi
on the ferry so you can always stay connected.
It was my first time in Busan and after some
research, I chose to stay in Nampodong. For

By Joyce Tan

anyone who’s on a tight budget, there are many
cosy hostels in this area. I highly recommend Sky
Island Guesthouse (#NotAPaidAd). You not only
get a spacious cabin for about 2000JPY/night in
the trendiest area, there is a postcard café right
below the guesthouse, whose owners are more
than happy to give you the best travel tips for
Busan. Plus, they speak English, Korean AND
Mandarin. It is walking distance to the main
shopping district, several cute little cafes, Busan
Tower (unfortunately it was closed for
restoration works when I arrived) and the famous
Jalgachi seafood market. If you want to try live,
squirmy octopus, this is the place to go. I also saw
spoon worms and sea pineapples for the first time.
To be honest, they do not look appetizing at all,
but hey, they make for great conversations.

For all you foodies out there, you have to try
Busan’s hotteok (sweet pancakes) that you can find
on pushcart stalls near Nampodong. I was
skeptical at first, but the slightly mochi-mochi
snack filled with caramelized nuts left me wanting
more. A traditional street food known as eomuk,
which is similar to Japanese oden, can also be
found nearly anywhere in Busan. The chewy
texture and the free flow hot soup are perfect for a
chilly day in spring.

Left to right: ‘Sea pineapples’, ‘Spoon worms’, ‘Jalgachi Market’
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Left to right: ‘Street vendor at Nampodong’, ‘Hotteok’, ‘Street food stall selling eomuk’

Busan

is laid back and is known for its
beaches and seafood, but like Seoul, it also boasts
a vibrant arts community. I was determined to
see Gamcheon cultural village on this trip and
took a bus all the way up the top of the hill. The
village is super cool with a very hipster vibe.
There is a small visitors center where you can
purchase a stamp rally map or you can follow the
fish-shaped signs on the wall. Known as Korea’s
Santorini, what struck me the most about
Gamcheon village is how the local community is
deeply involved in creating and preserving the

culture and artistic atmosphere. I was obsessed
with taking pictures and was so excited to see
interesting compositions every corner I turned in
this tiny place. For anyone who loves Le Petit
Prince, don’t miss your opportunities to spot the
famous photo stops at Gamcheon featuring the
prince and the fox, although I was not as inclined
as others who attempted death-defying stunts
just to get a picture. So there you are, if you are
looking for a short getaway this fall or even
spend a week or more, why not pop over to
Busan?

Clockwise from above: ‘Girl sitting on
the edge of the wall? Cliff?’, ‘Hipster little
prince’, ‘Optical illusion’, ‘Local artists
painting 3D artwork on a slope’

Easy Korean I learnt from Google Translate
(Please do not quote me):
Hello! How are you? An-nyeong-ha-seyo?
Thank you! Kam-sa-ham-nida!

That’s delicious! Mas-iss-eoyo!
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Kugino, Minamata
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IDEAS
for
WINTER
By Chris Ott
Winter

is coming.
Soon you may find yourself
shivering before your bathroom
mirror, wondering if you haven’t
become half wight. “Benjen
Stark, I now understand, it was
the Kumamoto chill that got
you.” It’ll then be time to head
to warmer lands in the seven
prefectures. And what better
way to warm yourself than by
making a pilgrimage to one of
Kyushu’s many fiery temples to
the Red God: onsens!
(Ok, think we are about good on
the references.)
Here is an incomplete list of
Kyushu’s most unique onsens to
help you find the right place to
warm up this winter.
KUMAMOTO ONSENS
Iwai Onsen (いわい温泉) in
HITOYOSHI CITY, Kumamoto

This is a fantastic little onsen in
Hitoyoshi city. What sets this
onsen apart from all other
onsens in Kyushu is that there is
a bath in the sauna! That is
super rare. Open the sauna door
and there is a cozy, low lit, dark
earth-toned sauna with a small
bath in it. You’ll find the water
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unpleasantly hot if you dip a
hand in, but that’s just the
surface water. Quickly jump in,
and nice, sultry hot water awaits
you down under.

through a dimly lit hand-dug
cave. You can sit in darkness (if
you turn off the light for the
cave) and slowly steep out life’s
worries in womblike darkness.

A couple trips between the
sauna bath and the cold water
bath will leave you feeling
radiant, and ready for some
Hitoyoshi city exploring.

Kafuutei (花富亭) in YAMAGA,
Kumamoto

Ooga (おおが) Onsen in
HITOYOSHI CITY, Kumamoto

Here is one more fantastic little
onsen in Hitoyoshi. This onsen
has really good モール (mooru,
organic material rich) water.
What makes this onsen unique,
though, is that it’s open 24 hours
a day, something rare for a nice
traditional style onsen. So, for
those insomniacs or night owls,
this is a great place for a late
night – or early morning - soak.
Beware, at the witching hour the
onsen closes for cleaning and
reopens an hour later.
Yurakutei (湯楽亭) in
KAMIAMAKUSA, Kumamoto

Amakusa is home to one of the
coolest onsens in Kumamoto. At
Yurakutei onsen, mineral rich,
clay brown water courses

What is the perfect onsen?
Depends on the person you ask.
In my opinion, Kafuutei onsen is
about as perfect as an onsen can
get. I won’t lay out here what
makes it so fantastic, but if you
observe all of what makes it an
exceptional onsen, and then
compare it against ANY other
onsen on this island, it’ll be clear
that no other onsen has ALL of
the luxuries and amenities that
Kafuutei has.
Oku no Yu (奥の湯) in
KUROKAWA, Kumamoto

Kurokawa onsen, Kumamoto’s
most famous onsen town, has
many nice onsens. Yamamizuki
(山水木) onsen – picturesque.
Yamakawa (山河) - best onsen
water in Kurokawa. But Oku no
Yu stands out among them.
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Oku no Yu is a mixed onsen, so
it’s a great place to go as a couple
and share a nice soak together in
serenity (women may wrap up in
a towel). There is a nice large
pool. There is a small cave bath,
perfect for looking out upon the
maple trees while secretly
sneaking smooches. Below the
main bath is also a lukewarm
bath, great for trickling the time
away in conversation with a
friend. There is also a cold water
bath and a sauna, both absolute
rarities in Kurokawa. The mixed
side (the side described above)
turns into ladies only from 8pm
to 9pm, offering a nice chance for
those who are less than keen on
mixed baths to enjoy the beauty
of Oku no Yu, minus male
members.
Hourei no Yu (豊礼の湯) in
OGUNI, Kumamoto

This onsen has a lot of
awesomeness going on. To begin
with, it has, in my opinion, the
best onsen water in all of
Kumamoto Prefecture. That is
quite the claim, but the cobalt
blue, chalky cream white water
really is subarashii.
The onsen is open 24 hours a
day, and if you go there on a
clear night, you’ll be serenaded
by starry skies. The onsen has
rental baths (kashikiriburo, 貸切
風呂), also known as family baths
(kazokuburo, 家族風呂), making
it a most perfect place for a
private dip with a significant
other. Between the stars, the
water, and the privacy, it is the
mother lode of romance gold.
Oh, one last “Wuuuuut?!” thing
about Hourei no Yu. It’s coinoperated. Just pop 100 yen coins
into the coin meter by the door,
and the empty bath will start
filling up with fresh hot spring
water! How cool is that! Don’t
forget to bring 1200 yen in 100
yen coins!
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KYUSHU ONSENS
Akagawa (赤川) onsen in KUJU,
Oita

Akagawa onsen is in Oita, just
across Kumamoto’s northeastern
border. It has perhaps the nicest
sulfur rich cobalt blue water in
Kyushu. In the indoor area there
is a cold water bath that is rich
with precipitated yellow sulfur
flacks. The hot indoor bath isn’t
too bad either: luxurious liquid
relaxation. Venture outside and
you’ll find that the lukewarm
outdoor bath looks upon a
waterfall tucked in a valley,
framed by maple trees. A
breathtaking onsen.
Unzen Kojigoku Onsen Kan (雲
仙小地獄温泉館) in UNZEN,
Nagasaki

This entry is a recommendation
for an onsen town.
The onsen town of Unzen lies in
Japan’s very first national park.
The town is famous for its onsens
and the signature steam vents
that turn part of the little
mountaintop town into a
smoking jigoku (地獄), a hell.
Most every onsen in Unzen has
amazing water quality. But the
best onsen in Unzen may be
Unzen Kojigoku Onsen Kan.
People have been enjoying the
benefits of this onsen since 1731,
and for good reason.
There are some great hikes
around Unzen volcano, so make
sure to set aside some time for
hiking. And if possible, plan to
come in the autumn as the place
is famous for its autumn maple
leaves.
Sayuri (砂湯里) hot sand bath in
IBUSUKI, Kagoshima

In the southernmost tip of our
island are the famed Ibusuki hot
sand baths. There, along a short
section of the coast, geothermal
activity creates steamy hot sands.
If you have never done a hot sand

bath, it’s definitely worth it. After
donning a yukata (provided by
the establishment), you head out
onto the beach where you get
buried in hot sand and get
steamed for 15 minutes (if you
can handle 15 minutes)!
There are two places that offer
the sand baths. The one I
recommend is Sayuri.
Tamatebako Onsen (たまて箱温
泉) in IBUSUKI, Kagoshima

While we are on the topic of
Ibusuki, might as well mention
that the onsen that was voted
THE BEST DAY TRIP ONSEN
IN JAPAN is in Ibusuki!
I am not going to describe the
onsen. Being voted best in Japan
should speak for itself.
One piece of advice: go on a nice
sunny day since the view from
the outdoor bath is breathtaking.
Going on a cloudy day would be
criminal.
Beppu Kaihin Sunayu (別府海浜
砂湯) and Kanna Mushi Yu (鉄輪
むし湯) in BEPPU, Oita

Beppu is the most onsen rich
town in all of Japan. Over 200
onsens! But it’s not just hot water
that Beppu has to offer. It also
has two places for getting your
steam on.
Beppu Kaihin Sunayu is a hot
sand onsen. Unlike the famous
hot sand baths of Ibusuki that use
geothermal steam to heat the
sand, at Beppu Kaihin Sunayu,
hot onsen water is pumped into
large “sand baths,” and then the
water is drained, leaving steamy
hot sand. Get there early if you
want to have the place to
yourself.
In Beppu, also check out the
grass sauna at Kanna Mushi Yu,
located in the center of Kannawa,
Beppu’s famous onsen district. In
Kanna Mushi Yu, there is a tinydoored, low-ceilinged sauna filled
with “medical grass” (薬草).
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Baking in that sauna will give
you a real high. It’s worth going
there early in the day as the grass
will be fresher then. And
remember, this is Japan, so don’t
be confused about what kind of
baking you’ll be doing.
Myoken Ishiharaso (妙見石原荘)
in MYOKEN, Kagoshima

Myoken Ishiharasou is the most
refined and pricy feeling onsen
I’ve ever visited. And every day
from 11:00am to 3:00pm, for only
1,200 yen, you are allowed access
into this world of luxury. Enjoy
the atmosphere. Have a good
soak in the famous outdoor bath.
And bring a book and some
conversation as there is a posh
lounge area where one can kick
back and turn some pages in cozy
class.
Yu no Tani Sansou (湯之谷山荘)
in KIRISHIMA, Kagoshima

There are many sulfur-rich
onsens in Japan. And there are
many carbonated onsens in
Japan. But there is only one
onsen in Japan that has bath
water that is sulfur rich and
carbonated. Yu no Tani Sansou.
This onsen has what I believe to
be the best water in Kyushu. The
place is pretty small, and fairly
popular with onsen lovers, so be
prepared to get cozy with fellow
bathers. And mind your onsen
manners – don’t hog the cooler
bath for too long.
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Yamanjo Onsen (やまんじょ温
泉) in KIRISHIMA, Kagoshima

This brings us to our last onsen,
which also happens to be the
wildest and most adventurous of
the bunch.
Not far from the onsen town of
Kirishima flows an onsen river.
The whole river is an onsen! One
big steaming vat of onsen
goodness. Only photos can do the
place justice, so I will not attempt
to describe it here. I will offer
some advice and warning,
though. First off, the place is
technically off-limits, or so the
sign near the trail entrance says.
But the sign also says enter at
own risk. Every time I’ve been
there, there were at least one or
two people enjoying the onsen,
so I don’t think it’s an issue.
However, you do need to exercise
care when visiting the place. A
lot of noxious gas bubbles up
from the river, so if you go on a
calm and windless day, you
might find yourself with a
headache.
Since this is a natural outdoor
onsen, normal onsen rules don’t
apply, meaning you can wear a
bathing suit if you want. Also,
bring a friend. This is Japan, but
it’s still always good to be safe.
And last, it’s about a 30 min walk
from the gate down the gravel
road to the short trail that takes
you down to the river. You will
see some signs and rope on the
left.

Here are the Google coordinates
for the parking lot for the onsen:
31.912827, 130.825030
Here is the entrance to the road
that takes you to the parking
spot:
31.901037, 130.833522
Enjoy!
P.S. If you are in the Kirishima
area, you might also want to
check out Saiwainoiwaifuro Me
no Yu (最古の岩風呂目の湯).
It’s a small natural onsen up a
short trail. Free of charge.
And Kirishima also has one of the
biggest indoor onsens in Kyushu,
Ioutani onsen (硫黄谷温泉). It’s
a spectacle worth seeing. It’s a
mixed onsen, so ladies, bring
towels if you want.
If you have any questions about
trip planning:
christopherott@hotmail.com
Happy onsening this winter!
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Kumamoto Prefecture International Affairs Division
Guess

what? You’re invited to
Kumamoto’s
Annual International
Friendship Festival! Lucky you! Come interact
with Kumamoto’s international community and
enjoy a plethora of fun activities.

24 th

Come watch the many stage performances,
such as taiko, Jamaican traditional folk dance,
Hawaiian music, a show about traditional and
western fusion-style kimono, and more.
Enjoy a variety of food from Bangladeshi
curry to Brazilian picadinho at the Gourmet
Corner. Have professionals dress you in a
kimono at the Kimono Dress-Up Corner.
Peruse the many displays set up by
Kumamoto’s international organizations!

Mr. Matsuda, Prefectural Advisor for
the JET Programme, and the
illustrious Ms. Sakai, mastermind
behind the festival, are happily
awaiting your attendance!

And who knows, Kumamon might be there
too...!
Most importantly, come support the JETs who
will be debuting in this year’s festival! We hope
you can make it!
When?

Saturday, November 25

What time? 11am to 4pm
Where?

The Kengun Shopping Arcade (Piacres) in Kumamoto City
1 Chome-38-18 Wakaba, Higashi-ku, Kumamoto-shi, Kumamoto-ken
862-0903
https://goo.gl/maps/jmuQKRgKJt82
The venue can be easily reached by taking the Kumamoto City tram to
its final stop, Kengun-machi, and crossing the street to the shopping
arcade.
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Kumamoto International Friendship Festival 2017
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제24회 구마

국제교류전

～新たな未来を描き出そう！ Let's create a new future!～

2017 11/25（SAT)
11:00 ～ 16:00

in 健軍商店街

入場無料
Admission Free

内容
ステージ披露、世界のグルメ、バザー、
国際交流・協力活動などのパネル展示、
着物・煎茶体験コーナー、スタンプラリー、
フェイスペインティング
この祭典は、国際交流・国際協力を行っている県
内の民間団体等の日頃の活動を県民の皆様に広く
知っていただくことを目的としています。

主催：

熊本県国際協会

ンが
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！！
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TEL096－385－4488

共催：健軍商店街組合

